198	you can't be too careful
Edward Albert attempted an ironical whistle, but Mrs
Butter held her position, intacta. There was no mistaking
her sincerity. He decided henceforth to treat her with cold
disdain—and be damned to her !
He wished he knew some chaps, some really fast chaps,
who would give him just the hints he needed for a real man's
life in London. He had heard of clubs but he did not know
anyone who could introduce him to one. There you get
together with fellows in the know. . . .
That dream common to your Homo Tewler Anglicanus and
AmeritanuS) of getting together with fellows in the know, of
conniving together in clubs, was soon to spin fraternally in
rotaries about the world, A great brotherly idea.
chapter 17
Henry  Tewler Begins
T^VANGELINE had a bad time in the nursing home.
Jjj Bitter pangs rushed upon her, filled with violent futile
effort, and receded. " Try now." " Bear down,** and so
on. But at last with a feeble cackle, a new Tewler was born
into the world, and presented in due course wiped and washed
to his exhausted mother.
Evangeline regarded her offspring with a hostile eye, over
the corner of the sheet.   She made no movement to touch
it.   "I knew it would look like Aim," she said.    " I knew."
The eye closed.
The nurse looked at her colleague.    Both were slightly
shocked.
" He'll took prettier to-niorrow," said the nurse,
Evangeline turned her head over to clear her mouth and
spoke deliberately with her eyes shut.    " I don't care. . . .
I don't care how it looks," she said.    " Take the thing away.
I'm glad—glad to be rid of it."
Such was the welcome of Henry Tewler to the mystery of
conscious existence.

